Temporal factors in the discrimination of tonal sequences.
Human observers were asked to judge whether or not two sequences of eight or more tones had the same serial pattern of frequencies. The temporal envelopes of the sequences were manipulated by randomly varying the tone durations or intertone gaps. In the correlated condition, the temporal envelopes of the sequences were varied across trials; the two sequences within each trial had the same temporal envelope. In the uncorrelated condition, the temporal envelopes were varied both across and within trials; every sequence had a unique temporal pattern. Performance in the uncorrelated condition decreased with increased variability in the temporal envelope. Performance in the correlated condition was independent of temporal variability, but decreased with increases in the time interval between the onsets of the two sequences. This pattern of results is consistent with an extension of a model of auditory discrimination developed by Durlach and Braida [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 46, 372-383 (1969)], in which two processing modes are postulated: a trace mode and a context mode. When the tonal sequences had unique temporal patterns, context mode processing was dominant; when the sequences had identical temporal patterns, trace mode processing was preferred. The effect of variables such as the number of tones, the tone duration, the time gap between tones, and the time interval between sequences was consistent with the predictions of the discrimination model.